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n Gold dropped to its weakest in a month on Monday, pressured by a firmer
dollar following hawkish comments from U.S. Federal Reserve officials that
signalled the next U.S. interest rate increase could come as soon as next
month.

n It marked further losses for bullion which fell the most since November last
week as the dollar gained traction on prospects of higher U.S. interest rates
in the near term.

n All eyes will be on Fed Chair Janet Yellen who speaks on the U.S. economy
and monetary policy on Tuesday that may give more clues on how many rate
hikes policymakers are looking at and the timing.

n St. Louis Fed President James Bullard was the latest to add his voice to
policymakers supporting a rate hike, possibly as soon as in the next policy
meeting in April. But Bullard also said he was undecided on whether to push
for an April rate increase in part because the U.S. central bank will have seen
little more economic data in the interim.

n Gold's retreat may be temporary if the Fed only lifts interest rates twice this
year which should allow the market to hold above $1,200 support. Spot gold
was down 0.2 percent at $1,214.16 an ounce. It touched a session-low of
$1,208.15, its cheapest since Feb. 23. The metal lost 3 percent last week.

n The dollar hit a 1-1/2-week high versus a basket of currencies, extending last
week's gains as expectations for an April U.S. rate hike strengthened. Trading
was likely to remain slow on Monday with key markets, including London, still
shut for Easter holidays.

n Trading was likely to remain slow on Monday with key markets, including
London, still shut for Easter holidays.U.S. gold for April delivery slipped 0.6
percent to $1,214.50 an ounce.

Gold markets did very little during the day on Friday,

as the market continue to try to find support below.

With this, we believe that eventually we will break out

to the upside and therefore we are buyers of gold. We

believe that the market goes back to the $1280 level,

and then possibly even higher than that. In the

meantime, we are more than comfortable just playing

the range that has been set up buying the last couple

of months. We have no understand selling, especially

considering the central banks look so soft at the

moment.

Sell positions below 1225.00 with targets at 1206.50

and 1200.50 in extension

n The gold price fell to a five-week low today during

Asian trading hours

n The US dollar continued to climb on stronger-

than-expected US fourth quarter GDP growth

n An upward revision to the US fourth quarter GDP

last Friday, showed the US economy did not slow

as sharply as previously estimated

n The US fourth quarter GDP had increased at a

1.4 percent annual rate

n SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed

ETF, said its holdings rose to 26.48 million ounces,

the highest since December 2013
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Gold - Technical Indicators
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n Oil prices rose today after a three-day break, adding to gains in recent weeks
as optimism holds that a production freeze among major producers may be
implemented, but volumes were thin as a number of markets remain on holiday
for Easter.

n US crude's front-month contract was up 50 cents at $39.96 a barrel. Last week,
the contract rose 2 cents, finishing up for a sixth straight week. Brent's front-
month climbed 45 cents to $40.89 a barrel. Last week, it fell 76 cents, or nearly
2%, its first decline in five weeks.

n Oil prices have risen about 50% from multi-year lows hit in January on glut
worries. Declining US oil output and strong gasoline demand were responsible
for some of that recovery, but the bulk of it was powered by major producers'
plans to freeze output at January's highs.

n Producers are due to meet on April 17 to discuss the plan. The market is going
to be held in suspense for a few weeks. There is going to be pressure on the
participants in the meeting to ensure they achieve something.

n OPEC member Iraq's oil exports have held steady so far in March, according
to loading data and industry sources, halting for now the rapid supply growth
from the country. Baghdad has given verbal support to the initiative by OPEC
and outside producers to freeze output.

n In the short term, investors will be looking out for monthly US production figures
for January to be released later this week, said Shum. The figures, although
months behind, offer one of the most closely monitored data sets for traders
and analysts trying to pinpoint signs of a bust in the six-year US shale boom.

n US crude oil production fell for a third month in December to 9.26 million barrels
per day due to declines in the biggest shale-producing states, although the fall
was offset by a rise offshore.

The WTI Crude Oil market fell again during the course

of the session on Thursday, but turned back around

to form a little bit of a hammer. That hammer of course

suggesting that we would bounce but the Friday session

was closed. Ultimately though, you have to look at the

weekly chart when you consider what could happen

in this market, as we have formed a perfect shooting

star just below the $40 level. Because of this, we break

down below the $38 level, it would essentially be a

�double negative� type of signal, and we would be

sellers.If the market do rally from here, we anticipate

seeing quite a bit of resistance at the $42 level.

Buy positions above 39.00 with targets at 39.88 and

40.38 in extension

n Saudi Arabia has found itself between a rock and

a hard place lately, when it comes to the direction

of the price of crude oil

n According to the U.S EIA, U.S. crude stocks rose

by 9.4 million barrels the week-ended March 18

n The Dollar added to a recent string of gains after

another US Fed official talked of higher US interest

rates before long.

n Offsetting the crude build was a 4.6 million barrel

decline in gasoline inventories

n Producers are due to meet on April 17 to discuss

the plan
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Crude - Technical Indicators
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n Silver futures for May delivery shed 7.3 cents, or 0.48%, on Thursday to close
at $15.19 a troy ounce after hitting a session low of $15.10, a level not seen
since March 3. On the week, silver futures lost 61.2 cents, or 3.87%.

n Hawkish comments from a handful of Federal Reserve officials sparked
speculation that the U.S. central bank could give serious consideration to a
rate hike at its April meeting, boosting the U.S. dollar.

n Metals trading on the Comex remained closed Friday in observance of the
Good Friday holiday. St. Louis Fed President James Bullard added his support
to the possibility of more U.S. interest rate hikes this year on Thursday, with
the first perhaps as soon as April.

n The hawkish comments follow similar remarks made by Philadelphia Fed
President Patrick Harker, Chicago Fed President Charles Evans, San Francisco
Fed President John Williams and Atlanta Fed President Dennis Lockhart earlier
in the week.

n The prospect of more U.S. interest rate rises this year bolstered the dollar
against its major rivals. The dollar index, which measures the greenback's
strength against a trade-weighted basket of six major currencies, rose to a
one-week high of 96.39 on Thursday.

n The U.S. central bank surprised markets earlier this month by cutting its rate
hike projections more than expected, down from four to two in 2016, citing the
potential impact from weaker global growth and financial market turmoil on the
U.S. economy.

n In the week ahead, market players will be turning their attention to a highly
anticipated speech by Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen on Tuesday for
further clues on the timing of the next U.S. rate hike.

The silver markets continue to grind around near the

$15.20 level, which should extend all the way down

to the $15 level as far as support is concerned. A

supportive candle is reason enough to go long, and

with that we are simply waiting to see that or a move

higher and above the Thursday candle in order to

continue with the overall consolidation. That could

lead the market all the way to the $16 level, which

would be a simple continuation of consolidation. We

believe that soft monetary policy will continue to push

silver higher over the longer term.

Sell positions below 15.40 with targets at 15.00 and

14.88 in extension

n Silver for May contract fell 7.3 cents, or 0.48%,

to close at $15.19 a troy ounce

n On the week, silver futures lost 61.2 cents, or

3.87%

n All eyes will be on Fed Chair Janet Yellen who

speaks on the U.S. economy and monetary policy

on Tuesday

n Dollar extended last week's gains as expectations

for an April U.S. rate hike strengthened

n Trading is likely to remain slow today with

key markets, including London, still shut for

Easter holidays
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